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In this note we obtain the boundaries of the cavitation 
bubbles when the Reynolds conditions are used to treat the 
problem of the cavitation, in short journal bearings and in 
mechanical face seals. A universal solution to this problem is 
presented in some detail, in the sense that the solution of an 
ordinary nonlinear first order differential equation, that is 
necessary to describe the downstream boundary of the cavity, 
only depends on the eccentricity ratio, but not on the 
cavitation incipience eccentricity. 
Nomenclature 
a = defined as a = /3iH/30) 
C = radial clearance in journal 
bearings 
e = eccentricity 
ha = mean film thickness in face 
seals 
L = bearing length 
p = pressure 
pv = cavitation pressure 
R = bearing radius 
Re = exterior face seal radius 
R, - interior face seal radius 
r = radial coordinate in face seals 
W = defined as 3iiwL2/{p(L) -
p(0))C2, in journal bearings, 
and 3»w(Re - /? , )V(p( /? , ) 
- p(Re) \hl, in face seals 
z = axial coordinate in journal 
bearings 
/3 = eccentricity ratio defined as 
elC in journal bearings, and 
yRe/ha in face seals 
j30 = cavitation incipience ec-
centricity 
f = defined as (£, - £ M ) 
M>v/m-l/2 and«AI - (,) 
{(1 +4>v)tl,/W)-1/2 
6 = angular coordinate in journal 
bearings and face seals 
db = value of 0 for the upstream 
boundaries of the cavity 
h = 
hi 
Si 
</> = 
<J3 = 
7 = 
value of 6 where the bubble is 
initiated upstream, equation 
(3) 
value of 6 where the width of 
the cavity is maximum 
value of 6 for the downstream 
boundaries of the cavity 
viscosity 
defined as z/L in journal 
bearings and (Re — r) I (Re -
R,) in face seals 
value of f for the boundaries 
of the cavity 
value of £
 b > £, 
value of £fc < £, 
value of £ where the cavity is 
initiated upstream (given by 
equation (5) with db = 0,) 
nondimensional pressure; [p 
- p(0)}/[p(L) - p(0)) for 
journal bearings and [p — 
p(Re)\/\p(Ri) - p(Re)) 
for face seals 
defined as [p(0)-pu]/ 
\p(L) -p (0 ) ) for journal 
bearings and [p(Re) - p „ ) / 
[p(Ri)-p(Re)} for face 
seals 
defined by equation (4) 
angular velocity of journal 
bearing and face seal 
angle of tilt of the face seal 
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1 Introduction 
The treatment of the cavitation problem for short journal 
bearings and mechanical face seals is given in references [1-3]. 
The solution is obtained upon the hypothesis that the ratios 
L/R, in journal bearings, and (Re — R,)/Re, in face seals, 
are small. 
The geometrical pattern of the cavity boundary at the 
upstream side of the cavity is given by algebraic relations but, 
downstream, the boundaries are given by the solution of an 
ordinary nonlinear first order differential equation. In 
reference [3] it was shown that the geometrical pattern of the 
cavity boundaries depends only on the cavitation incipience 
eccentricity and on the operating eccentricity. 
In this note we show that the solution of the nonlinear 
differential equation depends only on the eccentricity, but not 
on the cavitation incipience eccentricity that, of course, enter 
to determine the actual cavity boundary, as shown in [3]. 
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Fig. 1 Cavitation incipience eccentricity, /So, as function of \p 
Fig. 2 Angular coordinate where the cavity is initiated upstream, 0„ as 
function of /S and ff0 
_ _^—Jv-0 
Fig. 3 Angular coordinate of the downstream boundaries of the 
cavity, )„ as function of the angular coordinate of the upstream 
boundaries, 6b, and the eccentricity 0 
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Fig. 4(a,b,c) Dimensionless universal cavity shapes for different 
values of /3 and /30 
2 Analysis 
The detailed analysis of the cavitation problem can be seen 
in references [1, 2]. The nonlinear differential equation that 
must be solved to obtain the downstream boundaries of the 
cavity is, 
ddr _ (l+ffcos0fc)2 
ddb sin0£ 
(cos0£ - cos0,) (3j3 + cosfl* - 2/3cos2 6b) 
* 
sin0r(l + (3cos0A)3 - sin0ft(l + |3cos0r)3 
that must be integrated with the initial condition, 
or=eh=eM(P), 
(1) 
(2) 
Using the dimensionless variables defined in the Nomen-
clature, equation (1) coincides, after some algebraic 
manipulations, with equation (15) of reference [1] and with 
equation (24) of reference [2]. 
In the initial condition (2), dM{(3) is the value of 0 for which 
the width of the cavity is maximum: 0M(fl) = cos ' ((1 -
Vl +24j32)/4/3). Note that the initial point of integration is a 
saddle, and must be left following the direction 6r = 9M - 2(0b 
-eM). 
The final point of integration of equation (1) is given by 06 
= 0, (/3, \j/). Here 0, is the value of 8 where the cavity is 
initiated upstream and is given by, 
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(1 + /Scos^-)3 + |8^in0(- = 0, (3) 
where 
t=W/{\+24>v±2[4>v(.\+<t>v)]wl), (4) 
(the minus sign must be used only when </>„ < 0). 
For each /3 and \p values, equation (3) provides two 
solutions for 0,. The appropriate solution is the one that gives 
the origin of the cavity in the divering part of the gap, closer 
to the minimum gap. 
The cavitation incipience eccentricity, /30, is the value of /3 
for which the cavity reduces to a point and is given by the 
condition: 0, (/30, \p) = 0M(/3O). In Fig. 1 /30 is given as a 
function of \p, and in Fig. 2 0, is given as a function of /3 and 
00-
The advantage of our formulation compared with those of 
the references [1, 2], lies in the fact that only one parameter, 
the eccentricity <3, appears in the differential equation and in 
the initial condition; the second parameter, the cavitation 
incipience eccentricity /30, determines the end point of in-
tegration. Thus a one-parameter family of curves, shown in 
Fig. 3, is necessary to describe the downstream boundary of 
the cavity. The dashed lines in Fig. 3 characterize the end 
point of integration in terms of the parameter a = /3^(/30)-
The intersection of the lines a = constant with /3 = constant 
provides the value 6b = 0,, and therefore 6r = 0r(0,), 
associated with given /3 and /30; although the value of 0, can be 
calculated directly using equation (3) or Fig. 2. 
Once we have 0r as function of 0b, from equation (1), we 
can obtain the cavity boundary in the following way: 
(i) First we have algebraic relations for the cavity 
boundaries at the upstream side [1-3] that can be written in 
the universal form [3], 
_ (l+/3cos0,)3/2 
r
 l - W ( / 3 o ) s i n 0 , l ^ ' (i) 
depending only on the parameters /3 and /30. 
(ii) Second, since inside the cavity the circumferential 
Couette flux remains constant along the lines f = constant, 
one of the conditions used to obtain equation (1), the value of 
f at the upstream boundaries of the cavity, given by equation 
(5), remains the same for the downstream boundaries, but the 
value of 0 is now dr(6b), given by Fig. 3, instead of 6b. See 
notation to translate f to the physical variable z, for journal 
bearings, or r, for face seals. 
3 Results 
The boundaries of the cavity, according to equations (1) 
and (5), are given in Figs. 4(a, b, and c) for several values of /3 
and j30. In these figures the range of the angular scale 
corresponds to the extent of the film between two consecutive 
minimum gaps, when there are more than one circumferential 
wave as is the case in reference [1], and it covers the entire 
developed film in our case. The values obtained in reference 
[3] have also been plotted in Figs. 4(o and c). As a con-
sequence of the approximation used in [3] to solve equation 
(1), there are slight differences in the downstream boundaries 
between our results and those of reference [3]; differences in 
the order of five percent. 
The cavity boundaries calculated in reference [1] are 
reproduced by our calculations as the curve /3 = 0.1 in Fig. 
4(b). Note that in the f— 0 variables the two branches of the 
cavity boundaries collapse in one. 
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